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unidrain® is known for streamlined and elegant deisgn, which makes it 

possible to combine both aesthtics and functionality. It’s been more than 

10 years since unidrain® launched its groundbreaking floor drain which 

changed the standards of modern bathrooms, and ever since, more products 

has been added. GlassLine is an intelligent and functional series of shower 

walls and accessories in glass and stainless steel, which is based on the 

principles from the original unidrain® floor drain. GlassLine is a 100 per cent 

waterproof solution with a timeless and aesthtically design.

AESTHTICS AND FUNCTIONALITY

FOR HIGHLINE



GLASSLINE shower screen | Transparent

HIGHLINE floor drain | Custom without frame 
unidrain® shower wiper 



unidrain® shower wiper 



TRANSPARENT STRIPE

RANDOMCOLUMN

GLASSLINE shower screen | Transparent 

HIGHLINE floor drain | Panel with frame

GLASSLINE SHOWER SCREEN

The range of shower screens are solidly installed without

visible screws or fittings. Only a discreet steel frame is

visible along the wall and floor, showcasing the elegant

lines and providing a timeless look.

The shower screen can be installed either before  

or aftertile fitting. The shower screen is mounted on a rail  

on the wall and can be replaced in case of damage.

Glass surfaces are treated with Cleantec for easier maintenance.



GLASSLINE shower screen | Random 
HIGHLINE floor drain | Custom





GLASSLINE shower screen | Column 
CLASSICLINE floor drain | Column



GlassLine is installed in a ShowerLine drain unit, after which a frame and a 

grating have to be selected from unidrain®s range of products.

ClassicLine is the original design range from unidrain®

and consists of a frame and a grating.

A choice of 6 elegant and timeless grating designs in brushed stainless steel 

ensure that there is a product to suit all tastes.

CLASSICLINE | CLASSIC   1 
    | STRIPE   2

| ANNIVERSARIO   3
| COLUMN   4 

| SQUARE  5
| STRIPE   6
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CLASSICLINE SERIE
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Without frame

With frame

With frame

With frame

4

1   HIGHLINE | PANEL with frame 

2   HIGHLINE | CUSTOM without frame 

 A floor tile of your own choice is placed on the top 

3    HIGHLINE | CUSTOM with frame

4    HIGHLINE | CASSETTE with frame 

with wall/floor junctions all the way around  making it 

suitable for using own materials

 HighLine is unidrain®s exclusive, award-winning series. The series is 

avilable in both solid steel panels, and a discreet solution with a floor tile 

of your own choice. HighLine is the series for those who wants a little extra 

luxury in everyday life.

HIGHLINE SERIE



GLASSLINE  shower door

To realise the dream of a modern and unique shower cubicle, unidrain® offers 

a shower door. The beautiful glass shower door is mounted with exclusive and 

stylish fittings that emphasise the design from the bottom up. At the same 

time it is elegantly manufactured, with no external handles.

Made from 8 mm safety glass and treated with Cleantec Nanotechnology.  

  



Top rail in brushed steel

Top rail in glass

GLASSLINE TOP RAILS

A top rail is recommended for stabilising 

shower screens measuring 1,200 mm or more.

The GlassLine shower door must be used  

with a top rail.

The top rail in brushed steel is available in 

one length, and is adapted to the individual 

shower cubicle.

The glass Top rail is available in five sizes: 

700/800/900/1000/1200



GLASSLINE SHOWER BASE  

unidrain®s latest addition to the exclusive GlassLine series is a shower base 

made of glass and stainless steel. The shower base is like a large tile, which 

is loaded into the shower cubicle. The shower base is decorated with anti-

slip Stripe pattern, and is a luxurious choice for those who wants a unique 

bathroom.





GLASSLINE shower screen | Transparent

GLASSLINE shower base | Stripe  
HIGHLINE floor drain | Panel with frame



TECHNIQUE

The shower screen is installed in the track of the showerLine drain to eliminate 

risk of loosening over time.ShowerLine is fitted to the wall and embedded 

firmly into the floor. When the floor is poured, it follows the  

two % slope in the shower cubicle to make the pouring process easier than  

ever before. Wall and floor flanges ensure a 100 % waterproof solution.  

unidrain®’s patented flange system is extended to the installation of the shower 

screen, making GlassLine the strongest and most wetroom secure installation 

ever for shower cubicles.



Can be combined with outlet unit,

frame, grating/panel

Can be combined with drain unit,

outlet unit, frame, grating/panel

GlassLine construction is available  

in two types: the ShowerLine

and the ShowerLine flex.

ShowerLine is a natural extension  

of the original design of the floor drain.  

Two welded profiles placed 

perpendicularly on the drain unit:  

One is for mounting on the side wall and 

the other is used for mounting  

the shower screen.

ShowerLine Flex is a separate

profile, which is attached and fastened 

to the existing drain units with bolts.

  

The shower screen is then mounted.

SHOWERLINE CONSTRUCTION

SHOWERLINE SHOWERLINE FLEX

Wall membrane

Reinforcement

Reinforcement

Wall profile

Reinforcement

Reinforcement

ShowerLine

ShowerLine

Floor membrane

SHOWERLINE & GLASSLINE

A

B

D

C

A: Grating or panel
B: Frame
C: ShowerLine
D: Outlet unit

two % slope

Floor in even level

ShowerLine is fitted to the wall and embedded firmly into  

the floor. When the floor is poured, it follows the two % slope  

in the shower cubicle to make the pouring process easier  

than ever before.

INSTALLATION PRINCIPLE
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